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6 Processor cache architecture 
 
Generally speaking z13 and z14 architectures are very similar. If the data and instructions to be 
processed are found in the Level 1 cache (L1) dedicated to each processor1, this is called a “cache 
hit”.  
In this case the processor clock speed can be exploited well.  
 
If the data and instructions cannot be found in L1 then the hardware tries to load them, in this order: 

 from the Level 2 (L2) cache, which is still a cache dedicated to each processor,  
 from the Level 3 (L3) cache which is a cache serving all the processors of the same chip,  
 from the Level 4 cache (L4) of the same node (in z13) or drawer (in z14),  
 from the L4 cache of another node of the same drawer (in z13),  
 from the L4 cache of a remote drawer,  
 from local memory (of the same drawer), 
 from remote memory (of another drawer). 

 
This is a “cache miss” and clock cycles are lost while waiting for data and instructions to be loaded 
into the L1 cache.  
The number of lost cycles depends on the cache level accessed: it can range from a few cycles when 
the miss is resolved in L2 to hundreds of cycles if an access to memory is needed. 
 
The lines in bold points out one of the major differences between the z13 and z14 processor cache 
architecture. 
 
Both z13 and z14 have a maximum of 4 drawers but the z13 drawer includes two nodes with 
separate L4 caches while in z14 a drawer includes two clusters that share the same L4 cache in a 
single System Controller (SC) chip, thus reducing the latency when accessing it. 
The schemas in Figure 6 and 7 clearly shows the difference of z13 and z14 processor cache 
architecture.  
This new design allows a point-to-point connection among the 4 drawers which is much more 
efficient than the ring topology, previously used in z132. 
 
Besides that, in z13 some lines of the L3 cache are not included in the L4 cache. The L4 cache has 
therefore a non-data inclusive coherent (NIC) directory that has entries pointing to the non-inclusive 
lines of L3 cache. In z14 the L4 cache is fully inclusive. 
 
                                                 
1 There are two L1 and L2 caches, one for data the other for instructions, dedicated to each processor but for simplicity 
only one cache is depicted in Figure 6 and 7. 
2 Not shown in the schemas. 
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Figure 6 

 

 

 

Figure 7 

The new z14 technology provides an increase in the size of L1 cache for instructions (from 96K to 
128K) and a double size of L2 cache for data (from 2MB to 4MB). This has a direct influence on 
productivity reducing the number of L1 and L2 misses and allowing better exploitation of the 
processor speed.  

Up to 8 processors can be served by a L3 cache in z13 while up to 10 processors can be served by 
the L3 cache in z14 but, because the L3 cache has also been doubled, the average amount of L3 
cache per processor has been greatly increased (from 8MB in z13 to 12,8MB in z14). 

The only cache level that has been reduced is the L4 cache but, because of the reduce latency 
obtained with the mentioned redesign, less L4 cache is needed. 

The following table summarize the amount of cache available for each level. 
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Processor cache z13 z14 
Level 1 (instructions) 96K 128K 
Level 1 (data) 128K 128K 
Level 2 (instructions) 2MB 2MB 
Level 2 (data) 2MB 4MB 
Level 3 (single chip) 64MB 128MB 
Level 3 (per CP) 8MB 12,8MB 
Level 4 960MB 672MB 

Figure 8 
 

The bottom line is always the same: “Workload capacity performance will be quite sensitive to how 
deep into the memory hierarchy the processor must go to retrieve the workload’s instructions and 
data for execution. Best performance occurs when the instructions and data are found in the 
cache(s) nearest the processor so that little time is spent waiting prior to execution; as instructions 
and data must be retrieved from farther out in the hierarchy, the processor spends more time 
waiting for their arrival.3” 
 
As in z13, the two main factors determining workload performance in z14 are: 

 Percentage of L1 misses over total searches; 
 Percentage of L1 misses satisfied by each cache level (including memory). 

 
In the next chapter we will show how to calculate them for z14 machines. 
 
7 SMF 113 counters 
 
The CPU Measurement Facility (CPU MF), introduced with z10 machines, provides the ability to 
obtain measurements (counters) on processor cache effectiveness.  
Collected information are recorded in SMF 113 subtype 1.4 
 
Most important groups of counters are: 

 basic counters; which should be used to calculate the percentage of L1 misses;  
 extended counters; which should be used to calculate the percentage of L1 misses sourced 

by each cache level and, starting from them, the RNI value. 
 
BASIC COUNTERS 
 
Six metrics are provided in the Basic Counters section: 

 B0, CYCLE COUNT                                                        
 B1, INSTRUCTION COUNT                                                          
 B2, L1 I-CACHE DIRECTORY-WRITE COUNT                                           
 B3, L1 I-CACHE PENALTY CYCLE COUNT                                             
 B4, L1 D-CACHE DIRECTORY-WRITE COUNT                                           
 B5, L1 D-CACHE PENALTY CYCLE COUNT    

 

                                                 
3 From IBM Large Systems Performance Reference 
4 SMF 113 subtype 2 is frozen and all the new information will be added to subtype 1. 
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The basic counters’ meaning is the same whatever the machine model is (z10, z196, z114, zBC12, 
zEC12, z13, z13s and z14). 
 
Starting from these measurements the percentage of L1 misses over total searches can be calculated 
for z14 by using the usual formula (valid for all the models):  
 

%L1 Miss = ((B2 + B4) / B1) * 100 
 
 

z14 EXTENDED COUNTERS 

The extended counters’ meaning depends on the machine model. The SMF113_2_CTRVN2 field 
allows to identify the model: it is 1 for z10, 2 for z196 and z114, 3 for zEC12 and zBC12, 4 for z13 
and z13s, 5 for z14. 
 
The number of Li misses sourced by each cache levels can be calculated for z14 as follows:  

 L2d, data sourced from L2 = E133; 
 L2i, instructions sourced from L2 = E136; 
 L3d, data sourced from L3 = E144 + E146; 
 L3i, instructions sourced from L3 = E162 + E164; 
 L4Ld, data sourced from L4 Local = E147 + E149 + E156 + E150 + E152; 
 L4Li, instructions sourced from L4 Local = E165 + E167 + E174 + E168 + E170; 
 L4Rd, data sourced from L4 Remote = E153 + E155 + E157; 
 L4Ri, instructions sourced from L4 Remote = E171+ E173 + E175; 
 MEMLd, data sourced from Local Memory = E145 + E148 + E151; 
 MEMRd, data sourced from Remote Memory = E154; 
 MEMLi, instructions sourced from Local Memory = E163 + E166 + E169; 
 MEMRi, instructions sourced from Remote Memory = E172. 

 
Starting from these measurements the percentage of L1 misses sourced by each cache level can be 
calculated by using the following formulas5:  
 

 %L2 = (L2d + L2i) / (B2 + B4) * 100  
 %L3 = (L3d + L3i) / (B2 + B4) * 100 
 %L4L = (L4Ld + L4Li) / (B2 + B4) * 100 
 %L4R = (L4Rd + L4Li) / (B2 + B4) * 100 
 %MEM = (MEMLd + MEMLi + MEMRd + MEMRd) / (B2 + B4) * 100 

 

The following formula allows you to calculate the RNI of a system when running on a z14 machine, 
starting from the Extended Counters: 
 
z14 RNI = 2.4 x (0.4 x %L3 + 1.5 x %L4L + 3.2 x %L4R + 7.0 x %MEM) / 100 
  
The coefficients (in bold) are used to weight cache and memory accesses so in the above formula: 

 accessing the chip cache (%L3) is weighted 0,4; 

                                                 
5 More details in “The CPU-Measurement Facility Extended Counters Definition for z10, z196/z114, zEC12/zBC12 and 
z13” manual (SA23-2261-03). 
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 accessing the local book cache (%L4L) is weighted 1,5; 
 accessing a remote book cache (%L4R) is weighted 3,2: 
 accessing memory (%MEM), including both local and remote book memory, is weighted 

7,0; 
 an additional coefficient (2,4) is used to adjust the resulting RNI value. 

 
IBM always states that these coefficients may change in the future. However very small changes 
have been done to previous machines RNI formulas up to now.   
 
As already discussed, workload capacity performance is quite sensitive to how deep into the 
memory hierarchy the processor must go to retrieve the workload’s instructions and data to be 
executed. So the higher the %L1 Miss and RNI, the worse will be the workload capacity 
performance. 
 
By using the %L1 Miss and RNI values, together with the rules in the next figure, you can 
understand which benchmark best represents the workload running in each system. 
 

 
Figure 9 

 
In practical terms the machine will look less powerful to a workload represented by a HIGH RNI 
benchmark than to a workload represented by an AVG or LOW RNI benchmark.  
 
8 The CPI index 
 
The CPI index represents the average number of cycles needed per instruction. It can be calculated 
by using basic counters and the following simple formula (valid for all the models): 
 

CPI = B0 / B1 
 
As you can imagine there is not a Rule of Thumb for the ideal CPI value. However it’s intuitive that 
to exploit the processor power the CPI value should be as low as possible. 
 
Measuring this index on a regular basis will allow you to evaluate the effect of changes in: 

 hardware configuration; 
 microcode; 
 exploitation of HiperDispatch; 
 LPAR configuration such as weights, number of logical processors, number of LPARs, etc.; 
 system and subsystem levels;  
 workload mixture. 

 

%L1 Miss RNI Benchmark
< 3% >= 0,75 AVG RNI

< 3% < 0,75 LOW RNI

3% to 6% > 1,00 HIGH RNI

3% to 6% 0,60 to 1,00 AVG RNI

3% to 6% < 0,60 LOW RNI

> 6% >= 0,75 HIGH RNI

> 6% < 0,75 AVG RNI
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Generally speaking you should always expect a CPI reduction when moving to a new machine 
generation6. 
 
You can also get a deeper understanding of CPI by splitting it into:  

 finite_CPI; cycles needed because L1 cache is not infinite; 
 instruction_complexity_CPI; cycles needed even with an infinite L1 cache. 

 
They can be estimated for z14 by using the following simple formulas: 

 
finite_CPI7 = E143 / B1 

 
instruction_complexity_CPI = CPI – finite_CPI 

 
9 Conclusions 
 
z14 looks a very powerful machine with up to 170 CP, a maximum capacity of more than 146.000 
MIPS and up to 32TB of memory. 
 
The “bad news” is that single processor capacity is increasing only by 8% while the good news is 
that capacity variability, depending on the workload, seems to be lower than in z13 (about at the 
same levels as in zEC12). 
 
Some interesting evolutions of the cache processor architecture has been introduced together with 
an increase of the cache available to the levels close to the processor. 
 
As in the past, the extended counters provided in SMF 113 and the RNI formula, to be used to 
choose the right benchmark, are machine dependent. 
 
 
 

                                                 
6 But you have to normalize the CPI values to the processor speed. 
7 The E143 extended counter provides the number of cycles where a level-1 cache or level-2 TLB miss is in progress. 


